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Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006
2006 asp 17

PART 3

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

Determination of applications

15 Additional grounds for declining to determine application for planning
permission

Section 39 of the principal Act (power of planning authority to decline to determine
application) is amended as follows—

(a) for subsection (1) substitute—

“(1) A planning authority may decline to determine an application (in
this subsection referred to as the “current application”) for planning
permission for the development of any land—

(a) if—
(i) in the period of two years ending with the date on

which the current application is received, the Scottish
Ministers have refused a similar application referred
to them under section 46 or have dismissed an appeal
against the refusal of, or an appeal under section 47(2)
in respect of, a similar application, and

(ii) in the opinion of the authority there has not, since the
Scottish Ministers refused the similar application or
dismissed the appeal, been any significant change in
the development plan (so far as material to the current
application) or in any other material consideration,

(b) if—
(i) in that period of two years the planning authority have

refused more than one similar application,
(ii) there has been no appeal to the Scottish Ministers

against either (or as the case may be any) of those
refusals, and
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(iii) in the opinion of the authority there has not, since
the more (or as the case may be most) recent of
the refusals, been any significant change in the
development plan (so far as material to the current
application) or in any other material consideration,

(c) if—
(i) in that period of two years the planning authority have

refused more than one similar application,
(ii) there has been an appeal to the Scottish Ministers

against either (or as the case may be any) of those
refusals but as at the time the current application is
received no such appeal has yet been determined, and

(iii) in the opinion of the authority there has not, since
the more (or as the case may be most) recent of
the refusals, been any significant change in the
development plan (so far as material to the current
application) or in any other material consideration,

(d) if—
(i) in that period of two years there have been appeals

under section 47(2) in respect of more than one similar
application but as at the time the current application is
received no such appeal has yet been determined, and

(ii) in the opinion of the authority there has not, since
the more (or as the case may be most) recent of the
appeals was made, been any significant change in the
development plan (so far as material to the current
application) or in any other material consideration, or

(e) if—
(i) in that period of two years two similar applications

have been made to the planning authority,
(ii) the planning authority have refused one of those

applications and there has been an appeal under
section 47(2) in respect of the other but as at the time
the current application is received the appeal under
that section has yet to be determined as has the appeal
(if any) against the refusal, and

(iii) in the opinion of the authority there has not, since the
refusal or since the appeal was made (whichever was
the more recent), been any significant change in the
development plan (so far as material to the current
application) or in any other material consideration.

(1A) A planning authority or the Scottish Ministers must decline to
determine an application for planning permission for the development
of any land if, in their opinion—

(a) compliance with section 35B was required as respects the
development, and

(b) there has not been such compliance.

(1B) But before deciding whether, under subsection (1A), an application
must be declined the authority or as the case may be the Scottish
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Ministers may request the applicant to provide such additional
information as they may specify.

(1C) Where, under subsection (1A), a planning authority or the Scottish
Ministers decline to determine an application they are to advise the
applicant of the reason for their being of the opinion mentioned in that
subsection.

(1D) Subsection (1A) is subject to section 35A(9).”,
(b) subsection (3) is repealed, and
(c) the title of the section becomes “Declining to determine an application”.


